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§ Develop and implement an optimization model to determine the number of testing
machines to purchase at each lab

§ Build operational strategy and menu offering to address infrequently tested
allergens

§ Quest Diagnostics has 22 labs across the US and processes ~25 million allergy tests
per year
o 400+ unique allergens

§ Existing equipment is approaching end of useful life, and Quest needs to purchase
new testing equipment for all sites
o Operational costs such as reagent costs play a significant role over the lifespan of

the machines
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Heuristic Results for Low-Volume Tests
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determined by historical distributions of demand
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Descriptive Analytics: Quest provided several data sets, which included (i) historical
daily testing volume by allergen type, (ii) cost data for each lab (labor,
transportation, etc.), and (iii) instrument throughput. Through analysis of testing
volume data, we discovered that roughly 60% of site-test combinations were
responsible for 99% of the volume which satisfied minimum 3-month site-level
volume thresholds to avoid reagent waste. This observation significantly lowered the
complexity of our optimization model design

Optimization Model – High Volume Tests: Our model, shown on the right, sought to
answer two questions: (i) how many and where testing machines should be
purchased, and (ii) which origin labs should process all their own test volume, and
which should divert to another lab. With the mathematical model built, we then
used the Gurobi modeling program to code and solve our optimization problem

Heuristic Design – Low Volume Tests: The mathematical model served as a useful
instrument to design operations for most of the allergen testing volume, but it fails
to optimally allocate for low volume tests, where pooling at centers of excellence
becomes part of design considerations. For each of these test types, we calculated
the requisite volumes needed at each lab such that the cost of wasted reagents
remained below the shipping cost to other labs and built decision rules based on
projected volume

No Inter-lab TransitNo Inter-lab Transit

Servicing All 
Types Everywhere With Rule Implemented


